Byran Lawson’s commentaries are an introduction to books he authors. One is from “How Designers Think” and the other is from “Design in Mind”.

Both of Bryan Lawson’s articles present similar views. In the articles, Lawson builds a thesis. He states that design thinking is a skill, not merely a collection of intuitive thoughts. Design thinking can be understood through scientific investigation. Design thinking entails solutions to a given problem. Lawson stressed that the design product is regarded with more significance than the design process in traditional education. He would argue that the process of designing a project is so important to the vitality and success of the built form. Although in-depth comprehension of skill doesn’t guarantee quality design, it is a necessary aspect of a qualified designer. Design thinking is a skill that makes one adept to figuring out how to do a task set forth to them. It happens constantly in studio. Architects are problem solvers before they are designers.